
 

September 15, 2022 

MARKET SUMMARY 
 

We have our outlook conference in Dublin Ireland next week and I’ve been digging into the 
data, models and scenarios over the past week. I now have more conviction in a bullish 
outlook. Feed/input costs are still painfully high and the weather is not cooperating across 
the major dairy exporters. All of the risk seems to be to the downside for milk production. 
I’m still a little skeptical that we can sustain a rally without Chinese import demand 
improving and the GDT event this week showed Chinese buyers are not willing to chase the 
market right now. Recession will also act as a drag on the market over the next 6 months 
also (I hope not longer than that…), but the lack of supply growth is going to limit the 
downside, and when the demand returns, prices have a lot of upside potential during 2023.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
• GDT was stronger than I was expecting, up 4.9%, but the bigger surprise was low  
  participation by North Asia  
• NZ weather conditions remain less than ideal  
• July U.S. exports were close to forecast, up 6.9% from last year  
• EU natural gas prices might have less impact on product mix than feared  

 
SHELL EGGS  

 
California and regional prices are steady.  New York egg prices are  
up 15 cents for larger sizes and 5 cents higher for Medium.  The  
undertone remains firm.  Offerings are light.  Supplies are light to  
moderate, but mostly light.  Retail and food service demand is moderate  
to good.  Market activity is moderate to slow in California while  
moderate to active elsewhere.  Breaking stock floor stocks are moderate;  
breaking schedules are full-time.  Spent hen offerings are moderate  
for the moderate to instances good demand. 
 
 
SOURCE: USDA Livestock, Poultry & Grain Market News Division 
        Atlanta, GA 404.562.5850 email: Atlanta.lpgmn@ams.usda.gov 
        http://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/livestock-poultry-grain 
  
Prepared:  14-Sep-2022 01:00 PM E NBS 
 

 



 

 

The spot resin markets returned to a more familiar and active pace following the long  
3-day Labor Day holiday weekend. Buyers began poking around for material on Tuesday, 
but nary a fresh prime railcar was seen from producers, though some offgrade cars flowed 
and there was ample warehoused material to provide liquidity to our marketplace. 
Suppliers remained a bit coy throughout the week, seemingly no longer willing to chase 
low-ball bids as sentiment has moved away from outright bearish towards neutral as prices 
have already come off plenty and a bottom might already be in place. While some 
processors only checked in with our trading desk to seek quotes and gauge market tone, 
this more passive stance by sellers encouraged other buyers actually in need of resin to pay 
prevailing asking prices for material. This is a change from the past several months which 
saw very aggressive discounting amid mass inventory liquidations while buyers only 
picked away with small orders as they flexed their pricing power. As Polyethylene and 
Polypropylene prices eroded over the past four months, the range of transactional prices 
expanded greatly, and much of this had to do with prices in the different major market 
segments declining to varying degrees.  



 

Branded Prime contracts which comprise the largest volume component of North American 
commodity resin sales has seen the smallest relief, while spot prices, including both 
domestic Generic Prime and offgrade, fell much more, creating very compelling buying 
opportunities for those processors that can participate in these grades. The decline in 
export prices has been somewhere in between, as they never reached the dizzying heights 
seen for domestic spot, and then really plummeted as producers dumped resin into 
offshore markets. The past few weeks saw significant price consolidation in the spot 
market as the very low end of the market began to clean up, while the top end of the pricing 
spectrum has come off as discounted price levels make their way through the industry. 
 
August PE contracts decreased $.05/lb on average and PP contracts dropped $.01/lb, which 
included $.03/lb of margin contraction. There is a $.05/lb PE increase on the table for Sept, 
which would only be relevant if this year’s benign hurricane season instead brings a large 
storm through the gulf to impact petrochemical production. In the meantime, Spot prices 
remain well discounted to contracts so further consolidation could lie ahead, which might 
potentially include further contract decreases even if the bottom for spot pricing is in place 
and the low end of the market continues to firm up. There are no increases currently 
nominated for PP contracts, so direction will be dictated by PGP monomer costs, which 
have softened a tad, and whether producers could hold onto their relatively wide margins, 
which is a function of supply / demand balance - and it still feels heavy. 
 
On the logistics front, all eyes are once again on potential issues within the rail industry as 
unions and rail carriers have not come to a new labor agreement. Late Friday, US freight 
railroads began notifying customers of service cuts to take place ahead of a potential rail 
worker strike on September 17. Rail congestion had improved somewhat after BNSF lifted 
its permit embargo in California in late August. Rail carriers were also pulling additional 
cars out of storage to better serve demand. A railroad work stoppage could cost the US 
economy $2 billion a day in output and require 467,000 long-haul trucks daily to manage 
shipments diverted from rail - exceeding supply, according to the Association of American 
Railroads. 
 
Energy futures continued to come down across the board and Crude Oil touched its lowest 
levels since January, which came on the back of ongoing global economic and demand 
concerns. Nat Gas, meanwhile, dropped amid more mild weather forecasts across the US 
and better production rates. At the start of the week, Oct WTI shot up to a high of 
$90.39/bbl on Tuesday before dropping $9.19/bbl to a low of $81.20/bbl on Thursday. By 
Friday, WTI rebounded some and closed at $86.79/bbl, down a small $.09/bbl for the week. 
Nov Brent followed the same path and ended the week at $92.84/bbl for a weekly net loss 
of just $.18/bbl. Oct Nat Gas futures began the trading week on Tuesday and took a wild 
ride, starting strong and reaching a high of to $9.13/mmBtu before crashing down 
$1.38/mmBtu to set a low of $7.75/mmBtu on Thursday. By the closing bell on Friday, Oct 
Nat Gas recovered some to close out at $8.00/mmBtu, having dropped almost $.80/mmBtu 
from the previous week. NGLs followed the downtrend as Ethane peeled off just over a 
nickel to $.512/gal ($.216/lb), and Propane finished down several cents to $1.049/gal 
($.296/lb). 
 



 

Monomer participation was ample during the shortened week holiday week alongside 
heavy volume and lower prices. Ethylene maintained its leadership role and traders 
entered the market ready to transact with a flurry of activity. Tuesday morning brought a 
deal for spot delivery at $.25/lb and a deal for 2Q deliveries was solidified at $.24125/lb. 
On Tuesday, an agreement for 2H’23 deliveries at $.2375/lb was also inked. Midweek, spot 
Sept Ethylene exchanged hands at $.25/lb and a few times at $.2525/lb. On Wednesday, 
traders eyed material in Louisiana with spot material finalized at $.2475/lb. A transaction 
for 2H’23 at $.235/lb was also seen. Early Thursday morning another transaction swapping 
spot Ethylene in LA and TX was noted and pricing remained a tad more favorable to TX 
material. Noting backdated pricing, Sept Ethylene switched ownership twice at $.255/lb 
and once at $.25/lb. A Sept deal for LA delivery was also confirmed at $.2425/lb Thursday. 
Bids and offers were presented through Friday but no further completions were noted. On 
Friday afternoon, spot Sept Ethylene settled just above $.246/lb, losing a net quarter-cent 
on the week. The forward curve moved alongside spot and remained in backwardation. 
 
Polymer Grade Propylene saw more action than in previous weeks but still lacked the 
enthusiasm seen for Ethylene. After a few pokes through Wednesday morning, deals finally 
came to fruition as spot Sept and Oct PGP each found new homes at $.42/lb. PGP 
participation ramped up the following day, but traders could only cement a sole deal for 
1Q’23 deliveries at $.435/lb that morning. By Friday, PGP offers began to disappear, yet a 
few sales were still completed. An agreement for Cal’23 deliveries was inked at $.44/lb and 
two transactions for 2Q’23 deliveries were concluded at $.435/lb before the market rested. 
Spot Sept PGP knocked off $.0275/lb on the week to settle at $.4225/lb. The forward curve 
remained in contango and widened by about a penny. As Aug PGP contracts settled two 
cents higher, current spot pricing would call for a contract decrease of roughly $.03/lb, 
erasing the previous month’s gains and then some; however, ample time remains for prices 
to readjust. 
 
Polyethylene was the dominant resin changing hands as traders returned in full force after 
the holiday. Buyers came looking for material on Tuesday, and while some deeply 
discounted offers remained, most sellers took a step back, no longer willing to chase low-
ball bids after producers made it known they would be reducing operating rates to shore 
up the oversupply that has been weighing on the market. We saw noticeable consolidation 
in prices, the bottom of the market began to rise, while the top end of the market lopped of 
several cents as price discovery became more prominent. Our completed business was 
mostly spread across HDPE Blow Mold, LLDPE Film, and LLDPE Injection grades. LDPE 
sales were limited, but we were buyers for our market-making account. Railcars offers only 
trickled in as it seemed that a couple producers still had some material to move, while most 
other sellers were silent unless called upon. With uncertainty looming ahead of a potential 
railworker strike, the need for ready-to-ship truckloads, which is still in short order, has 
definitely increased. Overall PE availability is still deemed very good, and we will need 
some time to see if the heavy export sales and reduced production has begun to truly make 
an impact or if there is another proverbial shoe to eventually fall. 
 
 
 



 

Spot Polypropylene trading did not excite as much as PE. There was a noticeable lack  
of prime offers though offgrade railcars continued to pelt the market, albeit there was an 
uptick in pricing. While the previous week’s busy activity was spurred by lightening sharp 
deals and a small increase in demand, this week did not have follow-through momentum  
as buyers continued to wait on the sidelines and only procure what they need to run in  
the near/mid-term. As such, we continued to see ongoing demand for spot truckloads,  
and much to the dismay of processors in need, premiums for packaged resin remained 
relatively large compared to prevailing bulk offgrade deals. Although overall supply  
was good, select grades were still difficult to source, such as HoPP and CoPP high flow,  
and CoPP low flow No Break resins. With monomer coming off a few cents, buyers are 
expecting some commensurate cost relief, and it will need to be determined if moderating 
production rates will be enough to shore up the domestic PP market or if additional  
margin compression will be seen. In the meantime, the peak of hurricane season will  
pass without much ado, though a late season storm could still come to shock the market 
like in recent years. 
 
 

 



 

 

 

US REGULAR GASOLINE PRICES 
 
 
 

 

 

US ON-HIGHWAY DIESEL FUEL PRICES 
 
 

 
 

   
 

 



 

 

 
Weekly Market Highlights 
 
Monday was the USDA WASDE report where the USDA lowered harvested acreage on corn 
by 1million acres in addition to the lower yield, and lowered harvested acreage on beans by 
600,000 acres, with a lower yield. The wheat produced no changes from last month 
domestically, but the world numbers increased Ukraine 1 million tons, and Russia by 3 
million tons. This report caused corn and beans to rally and drag wheat along with it. 
Per the Crop Progress report, spring wheat harvest improved to 85% complete, a 14% gain 
from last week. South Dakota is 100% complete with Montana closely behind at 99%. 
Washington is 92%; followed by Idaho at 86%; North Dakota 79%; and Minnesota 75%. 
A tentative deal has been struck between the railroad unions and the railroads, preventing 
a strike that would have started on Friday. The threat of a strike is not completely gone, as 
the deal is still subject to ratification of the union members.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 
 
Facts on Flour 

 

Hard and Soft    
 

Another major classification category for wheat is kernel hardness. The wheat kernel, often 
called a berry, will either be of a hard or soft variety. The terms are very self-descriptive. 
Hard wheat has hard kernels and soft wheat has soft kernels. Although it sounds simplistic, 
this difference is critically important to the functionality of the finished flour. Hard wheat 
flours have the correct protein structure for yeast-raised goods:  breads, bagels, pizza crust, 
etc. Soft wheat flour protein will not support yeast fermentation but is ideal for products 
using baking powder for the rising action. In future publications, we will discuss the 
difference between soft and hard wheat proteins. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
Rice 
  
In the south, long and medium grain milled rice mostly steady instance 1.00 higher. 
Parboiled prices steady to 1.00 higher. Second heads and Brewers mostly steady instances 
1.00 higher. Rice by-products: Rice Bran, Millfeed and Rice Hulls steady. Rice harvest in 
Texas and Louisiana just under 90% completed with Arkansas just over 30% completed. 
Crop condition mostly in the good range In California, medium grain milled rice steady. 
Second heads and Brewers steady. Rice by-products: Rice Bran and rice hulls steady. 
Limited harvest with just under 10% completed. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 



 

 

TUNA 

Skipjack value has been on an upward trend since March after Russia invaded Ukraine 
setting off a domino effect in the global supply chain with major commodity shortage as 
well as diesel. The soaring fuel prices are having a clear impact on the prices of a ton of 
frozen whole round skipjack in Thailand’s processing hub. Processors see no other options 
than to accept these higher levels for skipjack whole round nearing $2,000/MT, this is a 
14% jump from $1,750 /MT in March. 

Current Tuna Market Raw Material Price: 
SKJ = US$2,000/ton 
YFN = US$2,600/ton very limited supply 
Albacore = US$3,600-$3,800/ton limited supply 
Tongol = US$2,600/ton short supply 



 

 

ARTICHOKES 

Peruvian artichokes are an excellent source of fiber and contain vitamins C and K, 
magnesium, iron, potassium, and manganese, and there has been a constant increase in 
demand for artichoke products. Producers are anticipating it and trying to plan for it. For 
the next season, many suppliers are planning to grow additional fields before the usual 
time and start the harvest earlier. The goal is to fulfill contracted quantities for existing 
customers with the first harvests and stay competitive having extra product to offer. Along 
with the positive data, indicating a good new crop, comes the concern of increasing 
production cost. Factors like the war in Ukraine affected the price of fertilizers and 
sunflower oil used to marinated artichokes and adding to the logistic challenges the supply 
chain is already struggling with. Ocean freight rates continue to increase for this region and 
obtaining available space is harder and lead times are getting longer. While producers and 
importers are trying to navigate and maintain the supply, the market price of artichoke 
products will continue to go up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PINEAPPLE 

Raw material from summer crop at this point is not expected to be a problem in terms of 
supply due to rain in February. However, packers are now getting into summer weather so 
we will have to see if the heat will affect supply. There are, however, other concerns from 
suppliers. First, notice has been received from packaging suppliers informing that label and 
carton prices will be increased in Q2. 

 

 

 

 

Secondly, there are effects 
from the Russia-Ukraine war 
such as an increased fuel and 

transportation cost. One of the most concerning costs for farmers is fertilizer pricing as it is 
believed that the domestic fertilizer market has reached critical levels because of the 
Russia-Ukraine conflict with sanctions imposed on Russia who is the world’s largest 
fertilizer exporter. The Ministry of Commerce has just approved the increase of fertilizer 
prices. Although they approved on a case-by-case basis in order to reduce the impact of 
rising fertilizer production costs, it is a sign that producers/importers cannot hold prices 
anymore. In fact, since 2020 until now, fertilizer prices have increased over 100% which is 
quite a burden for farmers. The increase will affect farmers in 2 ways. One way is that their 
production cost will be raised so pineapple prices may be increased. The other way is that 
if farmers cannot afford the increased fertilizer prices, they will stop using it altogether and 
let pineapple grow naturally which will affect in terms of size and quality. 

Lastly, it is assumed that the Government will increase minimum wage on May 1st because 
it has not been adjusted for 2 years and it is one of the policies that the current Government 
promised with the people while their term only has one year remaining. So, it is believed 
that they will increase the minimum wage to prepare for the next election. Current 
minimum wage is THB 336/day, and the new average rate will be about THB 492/day in 
response to the increased cost of living. This will be another huge increased cost for 
manufacturers. 



 

 

COCONUT 

Prices are on the rise and customers need to secure their orders earlier rather than 
later.  Raw material is in season and although the price is high, it is stable for now.  It is 
important to get large orders in now to reserve material because availability will decline 
June-October and pricing will increase.  Packers need to plan production schedules and 
secure resources heading into the low season.  Demand is beginning to surface from around 
the world and capacities are filling up.  Pricing on packing materials – cans, labels and 
cartons has increased about 30% from the previous year and is still rising.  Production 
costs are also increasing due to rising oil prices in the global market. 

The delicate political position in Sri Lanka could shift demand to other producing countries, 
such as Vietnam.  This will also impact availability and pricing. 

The war in Ukraine, which is the largest producer of Sunflower Oil, has pushed prices up 
not only for Sunflower Oil but also on other edible oils such as Palm Oil and Coconut 
Oil.  This is another factor of the rising prices of raw coconuts. 

It is safe to expect a drastic price increase on 2022 pricing for new tenders coming in and to 
remain high for the foreseeable future. 

 

 



 

THE EURO 

 

After falling 2.9% in the first few months of 2022 and falling further in the second quarter, 
we foresee the euro will continue to face downward pressure. With global inflation, 
especially in the United States, most likely the Fed will continue raising interest rates 
earlier than the European Central Bank. This may become a direct support for US currency. 
Also, tighter Fed monetary policy may also be US dollar supportive. Most institutional 
investors believe that the euro-dollar exchange rate will continue to fall in second and third 
quarter while risks are likely to persist in the second half of 2022 

 

OCEAN FREIGHT AND SUPPLY CHAIN 

 

Although we have some reductions for Asian lanes but secure spaces under FAK rates are 
still limited. 

Forwarders advised that they do see spot rate market being down about 2.5% but the 
contract rates being up about 6%. They don’t anticipate ocean freight rates will curve 



downward in the near future because markets are still stressed and there are still capacity 
issues, such as port delays, labor shortages and supply chain disruptions. 

 

Port Congestions: 

West Coast: Demand into the US remains strong (+16.1%). Structural voids and omissions 
will continue as liners look to maximize asset deployment and turn times. 

East Coast: Since 2021, LA/LB’s ports have experienced a record high level of congestion. 
Although they have gotten the situation somewhat under control, there is no letup in 
import volume. Naturally, freight forwarders have been shifting their shipments to East 
Coast ports. East Coast ports now have a longer queue than the Los Angeles and Long 
Beach ports. Factors including an increasing demand for foreign-made products, shortages 
of truckers and dockworkers, and pandemic-related disruptions affecting shipping lines are 
causing these delays. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Soybeans/SBO: Soybeans (Nov) ↓8 ¼₵ (0.6%); SBO ↓ 126 points (1.9%). Cordonnier keeps 

US-SB yield estimate at 50.5 bpa; production at 4.4 Bil bu.  

CHINA: Chinese firms have booked at least 40 cargoes of SB from US/BRA/ARG in the past 2 

weeks alone.  

BRAZIL: Cordonnier forecasting Brazilian SB production at 151 MMTs. CONAB forecasts 

‘22/23 crop at massive, record 150.36 MMT, +21% YoY.   

ARGENTINA: Cordonnier forecasting upcoming Arggie SB crop at 50 MMTs.  

Palm Oil:  PO (Oct) ↓  $60 (6.2%) on the week. 

Malaysia:  MPOB Aug report shows stocks jump 18% to 2.09 MMT. Market moves  

higher anyway. Sept exports seen improving; up 16% & 9% according to ITS and  

AmSpec respectively. India’s August palm oil imports surge 87% compared to uly to  

a near 1-year high.   

Rapeseed/Canola Oil: Canola futures (Nov) ↓$45.90 (5.6%). 

Canada: Canola harvest progress: MB 1% (9/6); SAS is 22% harvested (9/5); AB at 8% (9/6). 

ND canola harvest 54% complete, vs 70% LY and 67% average.  Yields appear to be very 

good. Oil content also seems near LT average of 43% after last year’s disaster.   

Sunflower:  60% of ND sunflowers rates as GE. No harvest progress yet.  

Biofuels   

EPA makes it official – They will announce RFS proposed mandates for at least two years 

(2023 & 2024) by November 16.  

 



 

 



 

 

 

Beef Market 

Labor Day retail ads appear to have been successful with sales exceeding expectations as 
reported by major retailers. On the cattle side of things, prices hit $145 in the third week of 
August and have been drifting sideways/lower since then. By late October we should see 
the supply of market ready cattle tighten. December cattle futures are trading at $150 cwt 
and April at $158cwt giving us a hint of what to expect. Packer margins are estimated to be 
near $150 per head. With a flat cutout and steady to lower cattle costs, the big harvest 
levels should continue for a few more weeks. The quality grade is historically low due to 
excessive heat in cattle feeding regions and the industry’s push to harvest animals quickly 
due to elevated feed costs. See Chart below. Anecdotally, I heard this week beef exports are 
slowing due to a combination of cold storage facilities being full in Asia and the strength of 
the US dollar. 

a. Rounds –steady 
b. Chucks – steady 
c. Ribs – steady 
d. Loins – steady/weaker 
e. Grinds – steady/weaker 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

              
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 



 

 

Pork Market 
 
 
Pork exports are down 17% YOY. The strong dollar is making our exports expensive to the 
rest of the world giving producers located in countries with relatively weaker currencies a 
competitive advantage. As with the beef complex, exports are key to the overall pork 
market given the US exports ~25% of yearly production. This week, B/I hams are steady to 
higher on global demand and strong domestic demand from the approaching holidays. 
Hams are probably being looked at as a substitute for turkeys given the very tight turkey 
supply resulting from avian flu earlier this year. Pork butts are still the focus of retail ads 
and bellies are called steady/weaker. Ribs may have found a bottom and fat trim is more 
available than lean trim at the present time. 
 

a. Butts –steady 
b. Ribs – steady 
c. Trimmings – steady/weaker 
d. Loins – steady 
e. Bellies – weaker 
f. Hams – steady/higher 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Charts compliments of JBS USA reporting 
This publication is provided as a privilege. Forwarding without permission may result in the loss of that privilege. 



 

 

 



 

 

 

Chicken Market  
 
Whole broiler/fryer prices are trending steady to about steady. Offerings are light to 
moderate with three pound and heavier sizes in the better balance. Demand into all 
channels are light to moderate entering the weekend. Processing schedules are normal. 
Floor stocks are balanced. Market activity is slow to moderate. In the parts structure, prices 
range steady to weak, with tenders and boneless skinless breasts in the weakest position. 
Supplies are heavy for tenders and boneless skinless breasts, moderate to heavy on the 
remainder of parts. Demand is light to moderate. Market activity is slow. In production 
areas, live supplies are moderate. Weights are mixed, but mostly desirable. 
SOURCE: USDA LIVESTOCK, POULTRY & GRAIN MARKET NEWS DIVISION          
Atlanta, GA    404.562.5850  
 

Special Note: The August monthly average calculations for the National Whole 
Broiler/Fryer was a price of 130.42 with a volume of 53,043,000 pounds. The August 
monthly calculations for Frozen Mechanically Separated Chicken with a 15-20% fat content 
had a weighted average price of 49.60 with volume traded of 3,861,000 pounds and volume 
exported of 3,861,000 pounds. The August monthly calculations for Fresh Mechanically 
Separated Chicken with a 15-20% fat content had a weighted average price 33.46 with 
volume traded of 3,182,000 pounds and volume exported of 122,000 pounds. 
 

The August monthly calculations for Frozen Mechanically Separated Chicken with a 15-
20% Fat Content had a weighted average price of 49.60 with a volume traded of 3,861,000 
pounds and volume exported of 3,861,000 pounds. The August monthly calculations for 
Fresh Mechanically Separated Chicken with a 15-20% Fat Content had a weighted average 
price of 33.46 with a volume traded of 3,182,000 pounds and volume exported of 122,000 
pounds. 
 

 
 
Charts compliments of JBS USA reporting 
This publication is provided as a privilege. Forwarding without permission may result in the loss of that privilege. 
 



 

 

 

 
 
Turkey Market  

DOMESTIC MARKET HIGHLIGHTS - The market on frozen 8-16 lb. hens and 16-24 lb. toms 
is mostly firm with higher resale offering prices reported. Demand is light to moderate. 
Frozen domestic processor offerings of Grade A 8-16 lb. hens and 16-24 lb. toms are very 
light to light. Frozen Grade A basted equivalent processor offering prices on a national 
basis for 8-16 lb. hens are 164.00-189.00 FOB and 16-24 lb. toms at 164.00-180.00 cents 
FOB for current deliveries. No trading reported. The market on white meat is steady to firm 
and white trims are steady with steady to firm undertones. Demand is moderate to good. 
Offerings very light to light. Consumer sized bone-in breasts are steady to firm with prices 
trending higher. The market on institutional sized bone-in breasts is steady to mostly firm 
with prices and buyer bids trending higher to obtain product. Demand moderate to good, 
mostly moderate. Offerings very light to light and held with confidence. The tom drums and 
full-cut wing markets are steady to firm, tom 2-joint wings steady and tom necks steady to 
instances weak. Demand moderate to good on tm drums and full-cut wings, tom 2-joint 
wings light to moderate and tom necks light at best. Offerings very light to light on tom 
drums and full-cut wings while tom 2-joint wings and necks are light to moderate. The 
market on thigh meat is steady with a steady to firm undertone. Demand moderate to good. 
Offerings very light to light. The mechanically separated turkey market is generally steady. 
Demand and offerings are light to moderate. Trading slow. EXPORT MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 
- No trading reported. The market is steady to firm. Demand is mixed ranging light to good, 
mostly moderate. Offerings are very light to light.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



  

Alaska Pollock 

2022 A season production was better than expected and we did see at the end of the season some 

unexpected IQF production which was very nice to see.   



*Source: Trident Seafoods 

 

Alaska Salmon 

With Salmon season just kicking off, I wanted to let you know what some of the species’ outlooks 

are forecasted to be at: 

Keta: - This will be the one that everyone is watching.   We are hoping for an earlier catch than 

what we saw last year, as many of the fish were caught late in the season which usually will not 

allow the fish to be cut into fillets for portioning because of the softness of the meat. 

2021 Forecast: 15.27Mfish 
2021 Actual Harvest:13.24M fish 
2022 Forecast: 15.42Mfish 

Sockeye: 

2021 Forecast: 46.58Mfish 

2021 Actual Harvest:57.13M fish 

2022 Forecast: 74.01Mfish 

Coho: 

2021 Forecast: 3.81Mfish 

2021 Actual Harvest:2.80M fish 

2022 Forecast: 3.59Mfish 

Pink: - The lower forecast is not a surprise as this species has every other year lower forecast. 

2021 Forecast: 124.21Mfish 
2021 Actual Harvest:161.40M fish 
2022 Forecast: 67.23Mfish 

 

 



Alaska Pacific Cod 

We currently have our Shatter Pack Cod available for shipment out of New Cold and we have 8-16, 

16-32 & 32up available for immediate sell.  I do not anticipate these being available after June so 

please get your orders in now as the next Fishery does not open until September. However, most of 

the shatter pack (around 80%) is traditionally put up in A Season, so there will not be much 

available from B Season. 

We will be coming out over the next few weeks with a random IQF Fillet 20# pack that will be 

hitting our price list soon, 

which should help fill some of 

the gap between seasons. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jim Livingston 

Commercial Foodservice Trident 

Seafoods 

 



*Source: Trident Seafoods  



*Source: Trident Seafoods  
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